In order to allow for fast recognition of a user's affective state we discuss innovative holistic and self organizing approaches for efficient facial expression analysis. The feature set is thereby formed by global descriptors and MPEG based DCT coefficients. In view of subsequent classification we compare modelling by pseudo multidimensional Hidden Markov Models and Support Vector Machines. Within the latter case super-vectors are constructed based on Sequential Floating Search Methods. Extensive test-runs as a proof of concept are carried out on our publicly available FEEDTUM database consisting of elicited spontaneous emotions of 18 subjects within the MPEG-4 emotion-set plus added neutrality. Maximum recognition performance reaches the benchmark-rate gained by a human perception test with 20 test-persons and manifest the effectiveness of the introduced novel concepts.
INTRODUCTION
Affective computing has emerged as an independent research field within the Computer Vision society covering a wide range of applications [1, 2] . Therefore a broad variety of approaches has been presented. Most of them are lacking real time capabilities or are restricted to non-authentic caricatures only [3] . Although there is some diversity, Ekman et al. found evidence of inter-cultural universality of facial expressions, which can be categorised into happiness, sadness, anger, fear, surprise, and disgust [4] . This insight was further manifested by the fact of a MPEG-4 emotion-set .
For actual multimedia applications featuring emotion recognition based on video we therefore postulate the following constraints: First, a user state can be identified by observing the arising dynamics while changing from the neutral to the strongest appearance of an expression, the apex. Second, the expressions itself are natural and authentic. During a supervised training phase the complex patterns can be learned without time consuming labelling and transcription by using holistic and self organizing classifiers. Finally, for a system to run in real-time the overall computational efforts must be low.
These constraints opened the following road-map: Investigate a self learning statistical classifier which may even be complex in a first stage and is based on low computational features. Perform experiments on natural video material. Try to bridge the gaps between simple features, computational complexity and performance.
To fulfil the above constraints the pattern processing scheme is applied to a given video sequence as depicted in Figure 1 .
Fig. 1. Functional system breakdown
Independently of the kind of processed image material face locations are found in the first step. To avoid noise arisen from inprecisely located faces the found regions are additionally stabilized using block matching techniques. In a subsequent step the facial substreams are continuously scanned for expression boundaries and cut into segments to be classified without information about the semantic content. Hereafter the features of the pre-segmented face videos are extracted and led to a corresponding classifier.
To introduce the relevant subsystems the rest of this paper is structured as follows: In the first chapter the obeyed database and its characteristics are briefly introduced. Hereafter an algorithm to find segment boundaries independent of their content is presented. In the next section several common feature extraction techniques are recapitulated, followed by their corresponding classifiers. After the presentation of the experiments and results the paper concludes with a short discussion.
THE FEEDTUM EMOTION DATABASE
In the beginning of our first experiments no databases were freely available. Nowadays several non-commercial databases exist, but nearly all of them contain people acting emotions with unnatural caricatures. It is obvious that there are fundamental differences between acted sequences showing facial expressions and natural ones. Within the Face and Gesture network (FGNET) it was therefore decided to build up a publicly available database with mostly natural content for common use. Please find more information about the database and how to obtain it on-line at [5] .
Besides the neutral state the content of the database covers the emotions anger, disgust, fear, happiness, sadness and surprise for each contained subject as shown in Figure 2 , which have been recorded three times. Currently 18 subjects participated in the sessions. To elicit the emotions as natural as possible it was decided to play several carefully selected stimuli videos and record the participants' reactions. For this purpose a video monitor together with a mounted camera on top were employed, which enables a direct frontal view. Both devices were controlled by a dedicated software that induced the desired emotions and started the recordings at the expected times.
In order to measure the quality of the acquired material and the difficulty to discriminate the basic emotions a perception test was performed with 20 subjects (half woman and half man) with ages between 23 and 38 years not being specialised to this task. It turned out that the right mean recognition performance was 61%, the worst 38% and the best 93%. This low performance can be explained by the fact that near natural facial expressions of unfamiliar persons without further context information has to be identified, which emphasises the challenge of the recognition task on this database.
VIDEO STREAM SEGMENTATION
For the latter classification in which it is likely that a certain emotional state appears video streams containing the facial region have to be pre-segmented. To assure low computational complexity which is mandatory for real-time applications the features and the decision rule used in this segmentation module have to be fast. In a similar scenario with the task to find action boundaries in meeting scenarios a common approach known within the speech recognition community, i.e. the Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC) [6] , has already successfully been extended to the video domain. The fundamental idea is to compute if it is more likely that one model Φ1 has generated an actual part of a video or that two models Φ21 and Φ22 changing at a certain time i were involved as depicted in Figure 3 . The current segment with length n to be examined starts at frame s and ends at frame s + n. Each frame within this clip is represented by a feature et.
Fig. 3. Fundamental idea of the Video-Based Bayesian Information Criterion
Without knowing the semantic content a model Φ describing a clip can be derived by the covariance matrix Σ of seven dimensional vectors containing the centre of motion, the variance of the motion as well as the change over time in horizontal and vertical direction together with the global intensity of the change on difference images. The computation of these fast computable components is introduced in more detail later.
A semantic change within an examined part can be identified by finding the minimum of the ∆BIC yielding:
The parameter λ represents an opportunity to control the sensitivity of the boundary detector. To process an entire video stream this process starts at the beginning with a minimum window size of 15 samples. If no change is detected the length is enlarged until a change has been detected. Then the process is repeated starting at the end of the predecessor until the video ends. For more detailed information please refer to [7] .
FEATURE EXTRACTION
The quality of the extracted features representing the video content play a key role for the latter classification task. On the other hand a pattern recognition system using robust high level features is usually restricted to off-line applications. To enable a system achieving high recognition performance with affordable computational efforts we investigate two feature extraction approaches introduced below.
As a basis for both approaches it is assumed that an emotional state can be measured by the dynamics of the facial expressions which can effectively and holistically be measured using difference images. The active patterns in a video can be localized using sophisticated face detection and tracking algorithms [8] . To allow the presence of multiple faces the proposed techniques have to be applied in parallel queues independently. It is emphasized that beside the location of the active facial area no additional landmarks or segments have to be computed. The background for introducing alternative features is motivated by the broadened availability of MPEG coded material. The time-invariance and linearity of the underlying (2D-)DCT T also enables a motion feature extraction applied to the available coefficients without additional computation by trivial differencing in the frequency domain directly:
Global Motion
By the fact that the DCT is performed block-wise the spatial distribution of the motion can be preserved possibly containing additional relevant information. Motion blocks with overlap to other windows can also be derived efficiently in this domain [9] .
For the latter modelling with so called Pseudo 3-dimensional Hidden Markov Models (P3DHMM) the resulting features for one image have to be scanned column-wise expanded by additional markers to indicate the start of a column. The entire feature pattern is formed by adding subsequent frames inserting extra start of image markers. A typical feature stream is shown in Figure 5 . 
Macro Motion Blocks
The third feature extraction combines attributes from above in the way that it can be computed rapidly while simultaneously preserving information about the spatial distribution of the motion. Therefore the area to be monitored is divided into several equally sized blocks which are processed using global motion features. Additional overlapping regions may be added. In Figure 6 a typical architecture consisting of 5 macro blocks is presented, where one motion frame consists of 5 × 7 = 35 elements.
Fig. 6. Global motion macro blocks

CLASSIFICATION
Pattern classification is the last processing step in the functional system breakdown. In combination with the features introduced above two self learning approaches with supervised training phases are determined. The kind of the obeyed classifier heavily depends on the presented features, thus patterns with dynamic lengths can directly be classified with flexible Hidden Markov Models (HMM) and vectors with static properties may be processed with Support Vector Machines (SVM).
Hidden Markov Models
HMMs are well known especially within the speech recognition community but have also been reported to be superior in many other machine learning domains [10] . Due to their double stochastic modelling capabilities, i.e. warping over time and representing an observation exemplary by a normal distribution they can robustly represent the underlying structure of the data to be modelled. A HMM λ usually consists of a state transition vector aij and parameters describing the data distribution of the multivariate time series X, e.g. means µi, variances σi and weights w k of Gaussians. During the training phase these parameters are iteratively re-estimated according to the underlying data distribution to maximize the stochastic likelihood, which can be formulated as in Equation 3 .
An unknown pattern can be classified by computing the production probabilities for all known models from the emotion inventory choosing that with the highest production probability (Maximum Likelihood). For simple straight forward directed state transitions the HMM can be implemented very efficiently directly satisfying real time constraints in form of the well known Dynamic Time Warping algorithm, the state probabilities by Gaussian Mixture Models.
Pseudo 3-dimensional Hidden Markov Models
The so-called pseudo 3-dimensional Hidden Markov Models (P3D-HMM) can be interpreted as an extension of the linear models with respect to the state transition matrix and have already been successfully applied for gesture and emotion recognition problems [11] .
Since real 3D models are computationally inexpensive the following restrictions have to be introduced. To model series of planar images every state of a linear HMM can be interpreted as a column of an image first, where the column itself it modelled by another column HMM. Such a pseudo 2-dimensional HMM can then be encapsulated into a third stochastic process to model the behaviour over time. Such models are also known as hierarchical HMMs. To assure a correct state alignment special marker-states as illustrated in Figure 5 have to be inserted denoted by dark and light shaded boxes.
Training and classification can be integrated analogous to the one-dimensional case. However, due to the dramatically extended number of states the classifier itself is expected to be rather time consuming.
Support Vector Machines
Besides HMMs diverse other machine-learning techniques are used in the field of emotion recognition [3, 12] . In [13] we made an extensive comparison including Naive Bayes, k-Nearest Neighbor classifier, SVM, Decision Trees, Artificial Neural Nets, and construction of ensembles as MultiBoosting or StackingC in the related field of speech emotion recognition. SVM have thereby proven the optimal choice. SVM are well known in the pattern recognition community and are highly popular due to their generalization capabilities achieved by structural risk minimization oriented training. Non-linear problems are solved by a transformation of the input feature vectors into a generally higher dimensional feature space by a mapping function, the Kernel, where linear separation is possible. Maximum discrimination is obtained by an optimal placement of the separation plane between the borders of two classes. The plane is spanned by Support Vectors. In general, SVM can handle only two-class problems. However, a variety of strategies exist for multiclass discrimination as couple-wise one-against-one decision, oneagainst-all classes or multi-layer decision. For more details refer to [14] . Herein, a polynomial kernel-function and couple-wise decision are used. For SVM classification a super-vector is constructed by concatenation of length normalised emotion patterns. To transform an feature sequence with dynamic length to a static one length normalization respective sub-sampling techniques are applied.
Feature Space Reduction
Having irrelevant features in the vector increases complexity for the classifier, and thereby directly decreases performance in most cases. This is especially true for sparse data, as the aimed at emotional data. It is therefore state-of-the-art to avoid this by reduction of the feature set by suited methods and could be shown highly effective in the related field of speech emotion recognition [13] . Thereby also computational extraction effort may be spared as less features have to be calculated. Generally, feature reduction is done either by single feature relevance consideration, mostly done by filter-based selection as information gain calculation, or optimization of a feature set as a whole. Within the latter a classifier is used as optimization function, called wrapper, ideally the target one, and a search-function obligatory in most cases to ensure computability. As such wrapper-based search is superior in maximum obtained accuracy and efficiency we decided for Sequential-Floating-Forward-Search (SFFS) based feature selection [14] with use of the aimed at SVM (SVM-SFFS). SFFS is a Hill-Climbing search starting with an empty feature set adding the optimal next best feature within succeeding iterations. Floating search allows backward steps in order to avoid nesting effects.
EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS
The above proposed feature extractions together with their corresponding classification paradigm are benchmarked on the FEED-TUM database using a 5-fold stratified cross-validation scheme. The multi-class SVM approach using reduced length normalized macro motion blocks achieves the best recognition performance with 61.67% which is slightly above the average of the user perception rate from 20 human subjects. Generally speaking the performance of the dynamic HMM based classifiers are worse compared to SVM, which might be explained by a too restricted size of the training corpus. Additionally the compromise between fast computable global and additional spatial information by using motion blocks is superior to all other features. By reducing the full feature set to 45 from originally 525 an additional gain was measured. Table 2 shows the confusion matrix of this setup. It turns out that the classes disgust, fear and sadness show the weakest performance, which is most probably caused by the rather low amplitudes of the facial motion between neutral an the apex. Table 2 . SVM results after feature selection
The above observations indicate the following conclusion: Online recognition of natural facial expressions in video streams with fast computable macro block features in combination with SVM-SFFS leads to excellent results. Ongoing work is to expand the current emotion set with an additional filler-class to reduce the number of false assignments. Furthermore to allow for a more precise shape of the data to be modelled it is intended to add functionals obtained by static analysis of the global motion descriptors.
